
Minutes from the Nordic Kennel Union HTM meeting held in Oslo on the 25th 

April 2013.
Present: Emmy Simonsen - Denmark, Ellen Christiansen – Norway, Tiina Jounio – Finland, Rolf 
Gustavsson – Sweden, Mari Gøbel – Norway.

Minutes: Emmy Marie Simonsen, Denmark

Update from the International Judges' Conference in Denmark.
The Judges Conference was a success and on behalf of the Nordic Kennel Union, we would like to 
thank the Danish Kennel Club for organizing it.
We discussed the possibility of having an International Judges Conference maybe every 2nd or 3rd 

year. Rolf will looking into maybe hosting it in Sweden in 2015 or 2016.

Update from Denmark in general – ethical recommendations.
In Denmark we have been discussing having a set of ethical recommendations for the sport. Rolf 
suggested that they can be put into their judges' guide, but in DK they want it to be less of a set of 
rules and more for the handlers to consider when training. It was decided that we all bring the idea 
back to our own countries and work on it there. We can compare ideas at our next meeting. The 
final result will be published on our individual contries websites and on the Euro blog as a signal to 
countries around us, that we take health and safety seriously in Scandinavia.

Feedback from the Nordic Championship
The Nordic Championship in Sweden was a well run competition. Everything went smoothly and 
the organisation was superb. It was really good that the organizers were very clear at the briefing on 
their expectations to the handlers regarding their ability to compete in busy surroundings.

We want to put into the judges guidelines that people and dogs moving near the ring and applause is 
to be expected at a championship and it is not something the judges have to take into consideration 
when judging.

If the hosting country have a rule that is not covered in the Nordic Championship rules, but will 
apply to the Nordic Championship held in that country, then it should be mentioned in the 
invitation. If it has not been mentioned in the invitation and it is not in the Nordic Rules, then it can 
not be a reason for disqualification or deduction of points. If a participating country feels that a rule 
mentioned in an invitation conflicts with the Nordic Championship rules, then the country have to 
raise the issue in the Nordic Kennel Union HTM committee no later than 3 weeks prior to the 
championship and the committee will make a ruling no later than 10 days prior to the 
championship.

Lunch will not be provided by the hosting country unless it is stated in the invitation. Dinner on 
Saturday night will be provided by the hosting country.

Nordic Championship - time of year. We know that the KCs want the Championships in the 
Main Arena at the bigger indoor shows and we agree that doing that does add to the event, 
but travelling close to Christmas is often difficult due to 1) Christmas. 2) Scandinavian 
weather in December.
 Also an important competition in December makes the winter break very short, which gives 
the top handlers very short time to prepare new routines for the following year. We do not 
wish a rule dictating when the KCs can hold the Nordics, but do just ask that the hosting KC 
takes this into consideration.
Denmark does not want a rules stating when and where the championship should be held, we just 



want to make the organising countries aware of the problem.

The Nordic Championship must be held indoors.

How late can a country take in new entries for the Nordics? We have experienced changes in 
the teams very close to the event and after the closing date? Is this ok? Our rule state that we 
can have one NAMED reserve, so why named and why even have a reserve, if we can change 
the team anyway?
It was allowed in 2012 as there would not have been an official HTM Championship if it had not 
been allowed as there would not have been 3 teams. In the future we would like it to be possible to 
make changes on the teams as late as it is possible for the organizing kennel club to handle and also 
we want the championship to be official if 3 countries are participating even if they are not all able 
to send a full team.

The following rule changes will be recommened:
• For NM to be official, at least 3 countries have to participate
• Each country can enter one HTM Team and one FS Team. Each Team consists of four 

competitors and a named reserve. Should a country enter less than three competitors in a 
discipline, they will still be able to compete, but they will have zero points for empty spaces 
in the team competition.

• The first round in the competition is for the Team result.
• The results from the first round count towards the Team result. The same result counts for 

the Individual Final qualification.
• Top 50 % from the first round qualify for the Individual Final and compete for the 

Individual Title.
• Nordic Team Champion is the Team that has the highest score (top 3 scores for each team 

count for the total).
• Nordic Individual Champion is the dog/handler that has the best combined result from the 

first and second round.
• For the team competition running order between countries are decided at the briefing by a 

random draw, team A, B, C and D . The teams are free to choose the running order between 
the dogs 1, 2,3 4 which must be handed to the show manager at the briefing. The running 
order will be A1, B1, C1, D1, A2... up to D4.

• The running order for the individual finals will be in the reverse order of the list of qualifing 
results. Starting with the qualifing dog/handler with the lowest score and ending with the 
qualifying dog/handler with the highest score.

• If a handler qualify more than one dog for the final, there must be at least 20 minutes 
between the dogs. This time gap should be created by changing the running order. In this 
case the new running order will be decided by the show manager, but as little change as 
possible according to the above mentioned system should be made. 

• The first round and the second round should be held on different days.
• An invitation, stating the date of the competition, should be sent to the respective kennel 

clubs no later than six months before the date of the competition.
• The organizing kennel club can put a last entry date in the invitation, but the organizers must 

accept changes on already entered teams up till 3 weeks prior to the competition to fill up 
empty spaces on a team. 

• Two months before the date of the competition the practical details of the competition 
should be sent to respective kennel clubs.

The date needs to be changed on top of the Nordic rules, so it is clear which version is the newest.



Running order in the Nordics final? If a handler qualifies two dogs for the same final at the 
Nordics, how do we ensure enough time for this handler between the two performances?
See above

Nordic Championship 2014, Finland is going to host World Championships and we hope 
Norway could organize Nordic Championship.
The Norwegian Kennel Club has accepted to swap year with the Finnish Kennel Club, so that 
Norway will host the Nordic Championship 2014 and Finland will host the Nordic Championship 
2015. The Norwegian Kennel Club asks that the Finnish Kennel Club sends an email regarding this, 
so that it is a set agreement between the two countries. 
The Nordic Championship 2014 will be held at Dogs4All in Lilleström in November 2014. 
Emmy will publish this on the European Blog ASAP.

Order of classes at the Nordics. It seems that we always do HTM first at the Championships 
and FS later. Does it have to be that way. It would be nice for the FSers to get to start 
sometimes.
Not something that needs to be in the rules, just food for thought :-) 

Update on Nordic Championship arrangements in Denmark
The Nordic Championships will be held in Herning the first weekend of November. We have 
invited 2 judges so far – Mari Gøbel from Norway and Corinne Medauer from France. 

Where are we regarding a FCI commission

Pros
It would be easier to get organizers of the WDS to organize a WC.
More similarity in the rules.
There would be a central point e.g. the OEC rules.
We could work for mix breeds at the championships from the inside.
We could get influence if we work together as the Nordic Countries are strong when together.
Better international exchange of experience. 
The WC rules could be adjusted.

Cons
We might loose influence on the International Rules and therefore also on the Nordic Rules.
It is still a small sport and it might be the same people, who are already in the Nordic committee, 
adding to their workload.
There could be a problem in being allowed to judge or host an OEC.
It could create problems when competing in or judging for clubs that are not FCI.
Bureaucracy

All 4 countries'representatives agree that it is time to go ahead.
We will put the idea forward to the NKU. Rolf has made a draft for a letter 

Emmy will find out number of entries for the World and European Championships and Rolf will see 
if he can make an estimation of number of spectators at the Nordic 2012.

Emmy will via Hanne Madsen find out when the next NKU meeting is and when deadline for the 
agenda is.
[SMS from Hanne – the next NKU meeting is in Septmeber]



Rolf will finish the letter that he started for the FCI and pass it on to the NKU AU along with a 
letter for the NKU asking them to forward it to the FCI. 

Information from meetings 
It can be difficult to find minutes from the NKU meetings, so Rolf will upload them to the Swedish 
Freestyle website www.hundfreestyle.se in English and Emmy will link to the site from the Euro 
Blog.

Next meeting
If necessary - Friday the 1st November in the afternoon before the Nordic Championship in Herning. 
If there is no news from the NKU regarding the FCI commission at that time then the next meeting 
will be in Stockholm on the 3rd April 2014.


